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EARLY ROMANS



EARLY ROMANS
- Not war like or prosperous
- Essential link between trade routes
- Divided into two groups:

 The Patricians- formed the city’s aristocracy, 
perform religious rituals, Boys from patrician 
families rule public office

 The Plebeians- Majority of the citizens, 
forbidden to hold public office until the 5th 
century, fought for and won the right to 
representation, used the idea of “veto
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ROMAN REPUBLIC



FALL OF THE FIRST ROMAN 
REPUBLIC

- Julius Caesar VS. Pompey

Caesar wanted to seize supreme power for himself 
while pompey was loyal to tradition of rule by the 
senate. This caused caesar to march against pompey in 
49 BC and defeated pompey in 48 BC

No power greater than the senate

- Conspiracy and assassination of Caesar

Cesar became a dictator and not an emperor, senate 
didn’t want to share power so they assasinated him

Caesar was brutally murdered by Cassius Longinus 
who was joined by Marcus Brutus, Servilus Casca, and 
Decimus Brutus which took place on March 15, 44BC 



PAX ROMANA
“ROMAN PEACE”



PAX ROMANA
- Period of relative peace (27 

BCE - 14 CE)
- Ocatavian Thurinus aka 

Augustus Caesar

Nephew of Julius Caesar. 
Gained the throne after the 
assassination of Julius Caesar. 
Ruled from 31 BCE to 14 BCE. He 
reformed the laws of rome and 
secured Rome’s territory and 
developed the city



PAX ROMANA
- Good livelihood and a lot of 

trading
- Building of public amenities

The Great Bath: one for each part of 
town. Had rooms such as a frigidarium 
where people could cool off, a sauna 
where people be covered in oil while 
a scraper would scrape off the oil, dirt 
and sweat

The Amphitheaters: these were built 
for entertainment purposes and 
meetings
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FOUR GREAT 
EMPERORS
-Trajan (98- 117 CE)

Commander born in spain not an in-bred 
aristocrat, expanded the empire and 
ordered the construction of multiple public 
works

- Hadrian ( 117- 138 CE)

Also a spaniard, roman architecture 
reached its peak, built the hadrian wall



FOUR GREAT 
EMPERORS

-Antoninus (138-161 CE)

Kind ruler which gave him the name “Pius”. 
Promoted art, science, public works, legal 
reforms and provisions for the orphans

- Marcus Aurelius (161-180 CE)

Writer and philosopher, helped the empire 
economically and created reforms

BONUS: Nerva (96-98 CE)

Reformed lands to benefit the poor, changed 
taxation



THE FALL OF THE 
ROMAN EMPIRE



Reasons of the Fall of 
the Roman Empire

-Invasion by Barbarian Tribes

-Economic troubles and 
over-reliance on slave labor

-The rise eastern empire

-Overexpansion and military 
overspending

-Gov’t corruption and 
Political instability

-Christianity and the loss of 
traditional values.



LEGACY OF ROME



Government

- Roman ideals such as Stoicism, rule of law, 
and justice shaped the law codes and 
government structures of many nations 
today. Examples of continuing of influence 
of Roman ideas include today’s law courts, 
written law such as the US Constitution, 
and our representative government.

Stoicism- no consideration. Follows the law

Language

- The Latin language was spoken by the 
Romans, and was spread throughout  
Western Europe. Many language have 
evolved from the Roman language called 
“Romance Language”, these are: Spanish, 
French, Portuguese, Italian, and Romanian. 
Latin Roman Numerals also appear 
everywhere like in clocks and books.



Religion

- Spread of Christianity 
throughout Europe and Rome 
being the home of the Catholic 
Church.

Law

- Roman Laws had a significant 
influence in modern day laws 
such as trial by jury, civil rights, 
contracts, personal properties, 
write wills, and corporation. 



Art, Architecture, and Engineering

- Artists still follow Roman styles 
in sculpture, mosaics, glass, 
and other forms. Roman 
influences are seen in the 
arches, domes, and vaults of 
many modern churches, banks, 
and government buildings. The 
Romans were also talented 
engineers, whose construction 
methods and standards lasted 
for thousands of years.



The Romans also changed the 
western world by spreading their 
innovations in engineering throughout 
the empire. They built long lasting 
roads that helped increase trade and 
also helped their armies to quickly 
move about the empire. Many of 
these roads are still used today. The 
Romans were also known for their 
public projects. They built aqueducts 
to bring water into cities for all to use 
and also public buildings like bath 
houses.



Other Contributions
- Newspaper (first newspaper was created on 59 BC on the orders of Julius 

Caesar)
- Julian Calendar
- Bound Book
- Concrete




